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Introduction
This Brand Guide demonstrates how to represent the Consumer Technology Association
(CTA)® and CES® brands properly. These pages cover everything from logo guidelines to
writing styles. The Consumer Technology Association is the leading member organization
for the consumer technology industry. As part of our work, we produce the annual event,
CES, attended by hundreds of thousands of technology enthusiasts around the world.
Consumer Technology Association (CTA)® is the appropriate way to display the name of
the organization. For brevity and clarity, we will often refer to our corporate brand in this
document as CTA, but we limit the use of the CTA acronym in external communications
because it creates confusion when paired with our signature event: CES. When we pair the
two brands, it is always CES and Consumer Technology Association.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CTA Member Value
Proposition
CTA is the leading membership organization for companies
in the consumer technology industry. The pillars of our work
and benefit to member companies are Events, Standards,
Advocacy, and original Research, in addition to CES.
Overall Message
Moving technology forward - together. Join the community of
innovators who shape the future of technology.
Events
Collaborate with industry leaders and the entire technology
ecosystem through CTA events and webinars.

PURPOSE
We stand for innovators and the promise
of technology.
BRAND CONCEPT
Advocates for innovation and
the technologies that improve
our world.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Standards
CTA members set the ANSI-accredited standards that dictate
consumer technology products. You can join dedicated CTA
member committees and advisory councils, get access to marketshaping information and work together to mold the industry.
Advocacy
Through policy work on Capitol Hill, we protect the innovation
economy from laws and regulations that block innovation.
Research
Get cutting-edge consumer technology research that informs
your decisions and drives growth.

PILLARS
Proactive
Progressive
Passionate
Market Oriented

EXPERIENCE
Straightforward
Optimistic
Energetic
Sophisticated
Daring
Inspiring
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CES Brand Strategy
These guidelines will help you understand the CES brand and
provide direction on how certain touchpoints should be named
and designed. The naming and visual constructs will aid in
building equity and recognition of the CES brand and ultimately
create a simple and seamless experience for CES attendees.

PURPOSE
Provide the essential gathering place
for all who thrive on the business of
consumer technologies.
PROMISE
Where innovation goes to market.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

The brand strategy outlined in this guide informs everything
that CES does — from how words are used in a press release to
what the show experience feels like to attendees.

PILLARS
Hands-on
All-inclusive
Business-oriented
Ultimate proving ground

EXPERIENCE
Grand
Insightful
Layered
Optimistic
Youthful
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CES Brand Promise
Our promise is not a tagline. It is a statement of what people
should expect from the brand — what we promise to deliver.
Where innovation goes to market.

CES is a place. And it’s a place where innovation goes to market.
The words in the promise reinforce CES’ place in the business
world and reframe innovation as its noble purpose. And because
there are so many innovations in the world, the promise justifies
the scale and size of the show.

This is what CES promises to its audience. No matter how one
might interact with CES, that promise should be fulfilled.

CES Brand Pillars
Hands-on
CES is a place to see, touch and do. It makes innovation
delightfully tangible. This is the place where you will first get
your hands on new technologies and devices.
All-inclusive
CES is about all consumer technologies, not just a narrow niche.
It is the world’s gathering place for innovators and the pioneers
of tech.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Business-oriented
CES is a place where business gets done. It is highly practical as
well as inspiring. It’s more than a technology exposition. It’s a
peek into the technology that will be in our lives within the next
24 months.
Ultimate proving ground
CES is the Carnegie Hall of technology. It is a badge of honor
for all who wish to change the way we live through products
of innovation.
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CTA Logo
Our logo is a representation of our association. It is designed to
clearly and proudly reflect our brand promise — advocates for
innovation and the technologies that improve our world. It is
intended as a graphic statement about who we are and what we
stand for.

The primary version is vertically stacked with two shades of
blue: Brand Blue for Consumer Technology and Medium Blue
for Association. This subtle color distinction brings an energetic
lightness to the presentation of our brand. It is also how we create
a visual link to the color palette used in the CES logo. The stacked
configuration is designed to graphically complement the CES
event logo and also to work in a myriad of partnership-branding
scenarios.

The logo is a custom and proprietary design. Though it is
based on typographic elements from an existing font named
Karbon, each letter in the logo has been redrawn to ensure
a consistency of character and visual rhythm at a variety of
scales and in diverse applications. Do not attempt to reset or
copy the logo in any way.

The primary version of the logo should be used whenever
possible. For those instances and applications where vertical
space is limited, we have created a horizontal version of our
logo. On the following page, we present alternate versions
permitted for use in specific situations.

PRIMARY LOGO

SECONDARY LOGO

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CTA Alternate Versions
There are two alternate versions of our logo: a reversed
or white version and a grayscale version. Choose the
appropriate alternate logo by using the version that provides
the most legibility and visual impact in its given application.
The white logo version works best when set against our Brand
Blue. This is the recommended use, as it ties the brand back to
our signature color system. The white version may also be used
with any background colors that are dark enough to provide

sufficient contrast. The white version often works well when an
image background is used, as long as that area of the image is
free of competing clutter.
The grayscale version, a combination of black and 60 percent
black, has been created to suit any application that is limited to
black and white.

ALTERNATE VERSIONS
Primary Reversed Logo

Primary Grayscale Logo

Secondary Reversed Logo

Secondary Grayscale Logo

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CTA Clear Space
and Minimum Size
Based on twice (2x) the cap height of the initial letter “C” in our
logo, the clear space maintains adequate staging and visibility of
our primary vertical and secondary horizontal logo. Whenever
possible, this area must remain clear of other elements and
page borders. Imagery and copy should not intrude beyond

this border. In some instances such as third-party advertising
or event promotional scenarios where we do not have explicit
control over the presentation of content, the required clear
space, equal to (1x) the height of the letter C, is permissible,
but these instances must be kept to a minimum.

CLEAR SPACE

MINIMUM HEIGHT
Print minimum height: .3125”
Web minimum height: 22 px

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Print minimum height: .1875”
Web minimum height: 14 px
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CES Logo
The CES logo has been designed to share the same bright colors
as those used in the CTA logo. It also uses Karbon for the CES
name. No other colors or typefaces should be used for the CES
logo. Whenever possible, the CES logo should be placed on a
white background to ensure the brightness of the colors and
the energy of its design. It may not be placed on CTA Brand Blue
as this will cause parts of the logo to disappear.
The preferred presentation of the CES logo is in a lockup with
the CTA logo. The lockup version illustrates the equal and

PREFERRED LOGO LOCKUP

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

integrated partnership between CTA and CES. The lockupis
built in proportion to their shared height and should never be
altered. The two logos are separated by a gray “pipe” in order
to guarantee clarity and organizational understanding.
The lockupversion should be used whenever possible, but
for those instances where horizontal space is limited, please use
the CES logo alone. On the following page, we present alternate
versions permitted for use in these specific situations.

PRIMARY LOGO
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CES Alternate Versions
We have created these alternate versions
to account for grayscale usage and a white version.
The grayscale logo may be used whenever printing limitations
dictate. The background application of the CES logo follows the

same rules as the corporate logo: always seek to provide adequate
contrast and legibility. This means that dark colors will be the best
alternative to the preferred white background recommended
for the primary lock-up. It may not be placed on CTA Brand Blue
background as this will cause parts of the logo to disappear.

ALTERNATE VERSIONS
Preferred Lockup Reversed Logo

Preferred LockupGrayscale Logo

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Primary Grayscale Logo
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CES logo clear space
and minimum size
Similar to the CTA logo, the CES logo has a clear space area that
is based on the cap height of its initial letter. However, only one
“C” is needed. The clear space maintains adequate staging and
visibility of our CES logo, offering a generous portion of white
space, and whenever possible, this area must remain clear of
other elements and page borders. Imagery and copy should not
intrude beyond this border. In some instances such as thirdparty advertising or event promotional scenarios where we do
not have explicit

CLEAR SPACE

MINIMUM HEIGHT

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

control over the presentation of content, the required clear
space, equal to one half (.5x) the height of the letter C, is
permissible. But these instances must be kept to a minimum.
The CES logo has a minimum size defined for scale and visibility
based on the vertical height of the sails. Any use of the logo
smaller than the prescribed pixel size may impair legibility and
is not recommended.
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CTA | CES lock-up
For those instances where both the CTA and CES logos should
be shown together, we have created the following relationship
lock-ups. These logos illustrate the best version of graphic
partnership between the two logos, and should never be
altered. Built in proportion to their shared height, the two

logos are separated by a gray “pipe” to guarantee clarity and
organizational understanding. To ensure flexibility for different
promotions and presentations, we have created alternate
versions of our CTA-CES logo lock-ups as well.

PREFERRED LOGO LOCK-UP

ALTERNATE VERSIONS
Reversed Logo Lock-up

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Grayscale Logo Lock-up
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CES | CTA lockup clear
space and minimum size
Based on twice (2x) the cap height of the initial letter “C” in CTA
Logo, the clear space maintains adequate staging and visibility
of the CTA CES Lock-up. The preferred clear space offers a
generous portion of white space around our logo. Whenever
possible, this area must remain clear of other elements and
page borders. Imagery and copy should not intrude beyond
this border. In some instances such as third-party advertising
or event promotional scenarios where we do not have explicit
control over the presentation of content, the required clear

CLEAR SPACE

MINIMUM HEIGHT

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

space, equal to (1x) the height of the letter C, is permissible.
But these instances must be kept to a minimum.
The lockup has a minimum size defined for scale and visibility
based on the vertical height of the logo. Any usage of either
logo smaller than the prescribed pixel size may impair legibility
and is not recommended. The one-color version is appropriate
for applications where multiple colors are not available or
transparency is not possible.
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CTA Event/Program
Treatment
The CTA event/program treatmet is a lockup of the CTA logo and
the event/program logotype. The primary version is horizontally
paired with the CTA logo. The event name uses Karbon Semibold
in Dark Blue. Do not reset or copy the event logotype. The CTA
logo and the event logotype are separated by a gray “pipe” to
guarantee clarity and organizational understanding.

The primary version of the treatment should be used whenever
possible but for those instances and applications where horizontal
space is limited, please use the secondary (stacked) treatment
and the alternate treatments where appropriate. The secondary
event treatment uses the CTA horizontal logo stacked on top of
the event logotype and does not use the gray separation pipe.

PRIMARY TREATMENT

SECONDARY TREATMENT

ALTERNATE TREATMENT
Primary Reversed Logo

Primary Grayscale Logo

Lorem Ipsum
Dolor Sit Amet
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CTA EVENT/PROGRAM TREATMENT EXAMPLES

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CES Event Treatment
The CES event treatmet is a vertical lockup of the CES logo and
the event logotype. The event name uses Karbon Semibold in
Dark Blue. Do not reset or copy the event logotype.

The primary version of the treatment should be used whenever
possible but for certain instances and applications we have
created these alternate versions to account for grayscale
usage as well as a white version.

PRIMARY TREATMENT

CES EVENT TREATMENT EXAMPLES

ALTERNATE TREATMENT
Primary Reversed Logo

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Primary Grayscale Logo
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Co-Branding
Cobranding is a strategic agreement between two or more
partner brands to work together to achieve a desired goal.
Cobranding encompasses a wide range of marketing activities
including partnerships, promotions and sponsorships.
These co-branding guidelines illustrate the correct usage of the
CTA and CES identities as they appear in partnership relationships
when producing collateral materials. Be careful to follow any rules
for using a partner’s logo, just as you would for ours. The partner’s
brand standards are usually available on request.

PREFERRED LOGO LOCK-UP

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

The CTA or CES logo should always be on the left or on top,
subordinate/partner logo is always on the right or on the
bottom. Maintain the proper clear space around each logo.
Follow these rules when locking up the CTA and CES logos:
• The default is to use the full color logo on a white background
whenever possible.
• The two logos should be of the same visual size.
• When the logos are locked up, separate them by the the
distance shown in the example below.
• Use the gray pipeline divider between the logos.
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Color Palette Overview
into red create stark contrast and focused vibrancy. Taken as
a collective whole, our palette creates a sense of tension—an
engaging relationship between energy and warmth, friendly
and exciting, modern and familiar. Colors may be tinted as
necessary to aid in information design and digital applications.
When used properly, color can be a powerful expression of our
brand’s promise.

Our color palette is a reflection of balance: crisp cool blues
accented by greens, orange and reds. Anchored by our Brand
Blue, our palette creates complementary vibration as cool
meets bright, and the analytical balances the emotional.
Our Brand Blue is our primary color as it is used for our primary
background whenever white is not available. The neighboring
greens add a sense of depth and calm whereas the oranges

PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

Brand Blue

LIght Blue

Medium Blue

Dark Blue

Navy

CMYK
Pantone
HEX

CMYK
Pantone
HEX

CMYK
Pantone
HEX

CMYK
Pantone
HEX

CMYK
Pantone
HEX

75 / 20 / 0 / 0
299 C
#00A0DB

38 / 0 / 0 / 0
2975 C
#94D9F8

60 / 0 / 0 / 0
2985 C
#44C8F5

90 / 30 / 0 / 10
7461 C
#0081BE

100 / 52 / 0 / 60
2955 C
#003462

ACCENT COLORS

Red

Dark Red
CMYK
Pantone
HEX

25 / 100 / 90 / 0
186 C
#C02736

CMYK
Pantone
HEX

Orange
0 / 95 / 90 / 0
Warm Red C
#EE312F

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

CMYK
Pantone
HEX

0 / 55 / 90 / 0
715 C
#F68B33

Bright Green

Green

CMYK
Pantone
HEX

CMYK
Pantone
HEX

17 / 1 / 100 / 0
396 C
#E1E000

67 / 0 / 50 / 0
339 C
#48BD9C
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Logos and backgrounds
There are multiple versions of our logos, each having
advantages and disadvantages. Choose the appropriate logo
by focusing on the version that provides the most legibility
and visual impact in its given application.
Sometimes, often due to production costs or size constraints,

LIGHT BACKGROUND

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

DARK BACKGROUND

logos must be reproduced using only one color. In this
scenario, the logo must be used following the convention
of using a solid white logo on a dark background or a solid
black logo on a light background. The logo must be clearly
distinguishable from the background color. The one-color
application should be used sparingly.

1-COLOR APPLICATIONS

21
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Typography
The CTA and CES logos, as well as our basic visual identity system,
is anchored by the font Karbon. Karbon is an open, geometric sans
serif font with a contemporary, tech-savvy finish. As an element
within our identity system, Karbon acts as the dominant signifier
for our brand.
Like Myriad for Apple or Corporate Condensed for MercedesBenz, careful and considerate use of Karbon will drive brand
awareness and equity in our visual identity.

HELLO.

This is Karbon,
our corporate font
that has a variety
of weights.

Karbon

ABCDEFGHIJKL MN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!"#%

Headlines

Karbon Light
Alt Headlines / Call-outs

KARBON BOLD (CAPS)
Body Copy

Karbon Regular
Bold Copy

Karbon Medium/Semibold

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CES Award Treatment
CES awards should have descriptive and intuitive naming,
so attendees clearly understand the purpose. Visual
consistency will also include an approach to secondary
brand endorsement specific to those areas where a partner
brand has established significant equity in the marketplace.
Whenever possible, a text-only lockup line is preferred.
However, when applicable as determined by CTA, a 4-color
or 1-color logo (gray) may be used to represent
the partner/sponsor brand.

CES AWARD TREATMENT EXAMPLES

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Naming Requirements
• Use an endorsed naming construct for names that require
a partner/sponsor mention
• Use the identity consistently to reinforce CES as a promoter
of our own events and awards
Design Requirements
CES events and awards will follow our basic visual identity
system, anchored by the Karbon font. As mentioned above,
visual consistency will also include an approach to secondary
brand endorsement for partners and sponsors.

23
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CES Innovation Awards
Honorees are encouraged to display their CES 2022 Innovation
Awards logo in their advertisements, consumer product
literature and other forms of promotion and public relations
relating to the honored product.
Terms
The official name for the program is CES® 2022 Innovation
Awards. On first reference, use the full name, and on subsequent
mentions, use Innovation Awards.
Logo usage
When citing the award in advertising, on the product’s
packaging and website, promotional material, or publicity
concerning your company or business, the following language
is required:
“The CES Innovation Awards are based upon descriptive
materials submitted to the judges. CTA did not verify
the accuracy of any submission or of any claims made and
did not test the item to which the award was given.”
As an Innovation Awards honoree, you understand your product
has not been endorsed by CTA. You may not cite the award
or use the logo in any way that states or implies that: (a) your
product was actually tested or its scientific principles were

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

validated as part of the competition; (b) the logo or award is
certification of the safety and efficacy of the product or of
any claims made concerning the product; or (c) any product,
product family or series other than the product specifically
honored is a recipient of this award.
Logos and Standards
Always produce the Innovation Awards logo in its entirety
and approved identity colors. The logo may be reproduced
in 4-color process or black and white only. When placed on
advertising or promotional materials, the logo must be used as
a whole and readable; do not alter the logo. The logo is never
to appear in any other format or color with any portion of the
logo screened back to any ink percentage less than 100%. When
using materials that have a solid, dark-colored background that
will make the logo appear to blend into the art, add a 1 pt. white
or black rule (line) around the logo.
Innovation Awards Honorees:
When referring to your award designation, please refer to your
product as a “Innovation Awards Honoree.”
Best of Innovation Awards Honorees:
When referring to your award designation, please refer to your
product as a “Best of Innovation Honoree.”

24
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AWARD ELEMENTS
The awards identity consists of three parts:
• CES logo
• Program identification
• Event year
Always use all of these elements together. An electronic
version of the logo is available to honorees upon
request at InnovationAwards@CTA.tech.

COLOR PALETTE
Event Year

CMYK
Pantone

75 / 20 / 0 / 0
299 C

Event Year

CMYK
Pantone

Blue Gradient

CMYK
100 / 75 / 31 / 14
Pantone 7693 C

Silver Gradient

CMYK
60 / 0 / 0 / 0
Pantone 2985 C

Black Gradient

40 / 69 / 87 / 43
469 C

CMYK
0 / 0 / 0 / 100
Pantone Black C

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

CMYK
0 / 0 / 0 / 30
Pantone Cool Gray 4C

CMYK
0/0/0/5
Pantone Cool Gray 1C

Bronze Gradient

CMYK
0 / 0 / 0 / 80
Pantone 425 C

CMYK
20 / 40 / 62 / 2
Pantone 4655 C

CMYK
2 / 12 / 24 / 0
Pantone 7506 C
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CES Eureka Park Climate
Change Innovator Award
Honorees are encouraged to display their CES 2022 Eureka
Park Climate Change Innovator Awards (“Awards”) logo in their
advertisements, consumer product literature and other forms
of promotion and public relations relating to the honored
product. Always produce the logo in its entirety and approved
identity colors. The logo is never to appear in any other format
or color with any portion of the logo screened back to any
ink percentages less than 100%.
Terms
The official name for the program is CES 2022 Eureka Park
Climate Change Innovator Award. On first reference, use the
full name, and on subsequent mentions, use Eureka Park Climate
Change Innovator Award.
Logos and Standards
CES Eureka Park Climate Change Innovator Awards (“Awards”) can
only be reproduced in 4-color process or black and white only.
Any Awards logo placed on advertising or promotional materials
must be used as a whole and readable; please do not alter the
logo. When using materials that have a solid, dark-colored
background that will make the logo appear to blend into the art,
please add a 1 pt. white or black rule (line) around the logo.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Logo usage
When citing the Award in advertising, on the product’s
packaging and website, promotional material, or publicity
concerning your company or business, the following language
is required: “The CES Eureka Park® Climate Change Innovator
Awards are based upon descriptive materials submitted to the
judges. CTA does not verify the accuracy of any claims made,
perform outside research or testing on submissions, or endorse
any product that receives an Award.” Honorees must not cite
the award or use the logo in any way that states or implies that:
(a) your product was actually tested or its scientific principles
were validated as part of the competition; (b) the logo or Award
is confirmation of the safety and efficacy of the device or of any
claims made concerning the product, service or technology; or
(c) any other product (family or series), service or technology
other than the product specifically selected for this Award is a
recipient of this Award.
CES Eureka Park Climate Change Innovator Awards Honorees:
When referring to your award designation, please refer to your
product or company as a CES Eureka Park Climate Change
Innovator Awards Honoree.

26
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AWARD ELEMENTS
The awards identity consists of three parts:
• CES logo
• Program identification
• Event year
Always use all of these elements together.
An electronic version of the logo is available to
honorees upon request at kreilly@CTA.tech.

COLOR PALETTE
Event Year

CMYK
Pantone

67 / 0 / 50 / 0
339 C

Green Gradient

CMYK
87 / 15 / 70 / 20
Pantone 7724 C

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Silver Gradient

CMYK
20 / 0 / 12 / 0
Pantone 621 C

CMYK
0 / 0 / 0 / 30
Pantone Cool Gray 4C

CMYK
0/0/0/5
Pantone Cool Gray 1C
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CTA Product Marks
CTA supports a number of programs for the industry that use
product marks to convey useful information to consumers.
These product marks help identify products that meet certain
performance levels, or enable consumer comparison shopping.
Marks are based on CTA standards or definitions and

4K Ultra HD Logo Program
CTA has created a logo program,
available for licensing, for use
by manufacturers to designate
4K Ultra High Definition TVs,
monitors and projectors for the
home. The two 4K Ultra HD Logos are available for voluntary use
by manufacturers for product packaging, marketing materials
and promotional activities that meet CTA’s voluntary core
characteristics for 4K Ultra HD display products.
Retailers, buying groups and other organizations are invited to
use the logo for promotional, educational and marketing activities
related to products covered under the licensing agreement and
for promoting the 4K Ultra HD market in general.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

generally they rely on verification by the licensee. Product
marks are registered by CTA and licensed to participants with an
associated administration fee. Marks may not be used without
permission of CTA. Visit CTA.tech to find out more.

Amplifier Power for Mobile Electronics,
CTA-2006-A
A widely adopted product mark used by
manufacturers on products and gift boxes
for integrated and separate car audio
amplifiers. The mark indicates that the
ratings shown are compliant with CTA2006-A and can be used by consumers
for better comparison shopping.
Mobile Electronics Cabling,
CTA-2015
This mark is used to define the size and
performance requirements for power and
speaker cabling used in mobile electronic
applications, including reporting requirements
for cables meeting the standard.

28
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Co

NEXTGEN TV
Emerging NEXTGEN TV
technology presents an
exciting platform for the next
evolution of digital broadcasting. To support adoption, it is
important to help consumers recognize channels and products
that support this technology. As such, a consumer-facing logo
has been developed to signify compliance with NEXTGEN TV
standards and hint to the benefits of this technology. This logo
is a trademark of the Consumer Technology Association. For
information on licensing, please contact standards@cta.tech.

Public Alert, CTA-2009-A
A product mark used to identify
radio receivers capable of
automatically activating and
alerting consumers when emergency messages are broadcast by
the National Weather Service. This mark indicates that products
are compliant with CTA-2009.

rmance Spec
ific
rfo
Pe

Mobile Electronics Loudspeaker,
CTA-2031
This mark indicates that a car loudspeaker
has been tested to CTA-2031. The mark
requires that manufacturers report primary
power output in watts, cut-out diameter,
mounting depth, impedance and maximum
rms power output in watts, total harmonic
distortion (THD) plus noise and signal to
noise ratio.

A
CT

Television Antenna Marks,
CTA-2028, CTA-2032
A pair of product marks for TV antennas.
One is used to identify outdoor antennas
that comply the CTA-2028 standard, and
to indicate what level of performance the
antenna provides. The other is used to
identify indoor TV antennas that comply
with the CTA-2032 standard.
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CES® Trademarks
The Consumer Technology Association (CTA)® is the owner of
the CES name, trademarks and logos (collectively, the CES Marks).
The CES Marks are valuable assets that CTA needs to protect.
Current CES exhibitors and press covering the show may use the
mark under the terms outlined below. The CES logo and name
can be used in your communications about the show, however,
you must properly use and credit the CES Marks in accordance
with our guidelines.
Terms of use: Thank you for being a CES exhibitor, media. CTA
grants you non-transferable, limited, non-exclusive, royalty-free,
revocable permission to use the CES Marks solely in connection
with the current CES show, at which you are exhibiting or
covering via a recognized press outlet. You agree to use the CES
Marks in accordance with these guidelines.
Trademark Symbols: You must use the ® symbol with any
written appearance of the CES mark on advertisements,
promotional materials and webpages. Include acknowledgment
of CTA’s ownership of the CES marks in the credit notice section
of your document or advertisement. Example – “CES® is a
registered trademark of the Consumer Technology Association.”
Proper Brand Use: Since CES is recognized as a global event,
CTA no longer uses “International” in the event name or logo. The
official name of the global technology event is CES®. Please do not
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

use “Consumer Electronics Show” to refer to CES. If you choose to
reference the year when referring to CES, it should come after the
event. Example – “CES 2022.” For information about proper use of
CES logo, please review the CES Brand Guide.
Permissible Use: You may generally use CES Marks to refer
to your participation (official exhibitors) or media coverage in
CES. For instance, a current exhibitor company can promote in
advertisements that they are participating officially in CES.
Relationship of Products or Services: On advertising and
other collateral, you may not imply that your product, service or
event is produced or endorsed by CES unless you in engage in a
specific contract with CTA that allows you to do so.
Prohibited Use:
• Do not modify or alter the CES Marks.
•	You may not use the CES Marks in a way that confuses
CES with another brand, or in a way that indicates an
endorsement, sponsorship or association with CES.
•	Do not use CES Marks or potentially confusing variations in
your Internet domain name or social media accounts.
•	You must be a current CES exhibitor contracted with CTA for
event space or services to use any CES marks.
Quality Control: If CTA determines that you are not using the CES
Marks in compliance with these guidelines, CTA may notify you and
provide you an opportunity to fix any non-conformity. CTA reserves
the right to disallow any exhibitor from using the CES Marks.
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Overview
The following guidelines cover questions on accepted word usage for Consumer
Technology Association (CTA)® products. The goal is consistency, clarity and correctness
in all communications. These guidelines are an evolving reference and your feedback
is appreciated.
General style conventions, such as when to spell out numerals and when to use commas,
are based on the Associated Press Stylebook. Where there is conflict, defer to CTA Style.
The CTA Style covers instructions related to CTA or CES, such as the use of uppercase
CTA in CTA.tech or when to use the registration mark with CES. These uses are based on
previous decisions from marketing, legal and communications.
Industry-related words and terms – such as DBS or 4K Ultra HD, as well as phrases such as
email and online, or descriptions such as 16GB memory – are all part of the CTA Style. The
list includes trademarked or registered names that are sometimes misused. Also included
is a list of acronyms commonly used in the consumer technology industry.
Have a question or suggestion on word usage?
Contact brand@CTA.tech.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CTA Boilerplate:
As North America’s largest technology trade association, CTA® is the tech sector. Our members are the
world’s leading innovators – from startups to global brands – helping support more than 18 million American
jobs. CTA owns and produces CES® – the most influential tech event in the world. Find us at CTA.tech.
Follow us @CTAtech.

CES Boilerplate:
CES® is the most influential tech event in the world – the proving ground for breakthrough technologies and
global innovators. This is where the world's biggest brands do business and meet new partners, and the sharpest
innovators hit the stage. Owned and produced by the Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®,
CES features every aspect of the tech sector. Learn more at CES.tech and follow CES on social.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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Grammar Guidelines
Below are a few common grammar issues. These are the most
common corrections we see on a daily basis, please avoid these
in writing:
•	Be brief: use small words, use one word rather than many,
eliminate unneeded phrases
• Be compelling: keep sentences and paragraphs short
• Affecting not “impacting”
• Most not “a majority of”
• Rules not “regulations”
• Use not utilize
• We must not “it is imperative that”
• Avoid “level the playing field” and other derivations
•	Know the difference between a “million” and a “billion”
AP Stylebook is accepting “their” for the singular “he,” “she “or
“it.” CTA will stick with classic usage matching pronouns, so
please disregard AP in this case.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Example:
The Consumer Technology Association’s Innovation Scorecard
ranks each state by their its willingness to welcome innovation.
• “like” – means something similar to
•	“such as” – means the following list may or may not include
the examples that follow
•	“including” – means the following list specifically includes
the following items
Reference Help for Writing or Research Questions
•	Associated Press Stylebook — Standard press style guide.
General style conventions, when to use commas. Ask the
CTA library about electronic access.
•	Encyclopedia.com — Provides reference entries from
credible sources like Oxford University Press and Columbia
Encyclopedia.
•	Merriam-webster.com — Access to free dictionary, plus
thesauri, all in one place.
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CTA Terms
Following is a list of correct stats and terms staff should use in CTA materials when referring to the Association.
For edits, please contact brand@CTA.tech
Best-seller, best-selling..........................................Hyphenate in all uses, per Associated Press Stylebook.
BIL...................................................................................CTA’s Board of Industry Leaders (BIL) not BOIL.
Books.............................................................................CTA has published four books:
	The Comeback: How Innovation Will Restore the American Dream (Beaufort, 2011)
authored by President and CEO Gary Shapiro
 inja Innovation: The Ten Killer Strategies of the World’s Most Successful Businesses
N
(Harper Collins, 2013) – authored by President and CEO Gary Shapiro
 igital Destiny: How the New Age of Data Will Transform the Way We Work, Live,
D
and Communicate (Regnery Publishing, 2015), authored by Shawn DuBravac, Ph.D. All
proceeds from the books go to the CTA Foundation.
	Ninja Future: Secrets to Success in the New World of Innovation (Harper Collins, 2018) authored by President and CEO Gary Shapiro
Commas in four-digit numbers...........................In our ongoing effort to make CTA/CES content more clear and concise, we will no longer
use commas in four-digit numbers. E.g., our CES messaging will now read “more than 4400
companies,” not “more than 4,400 companies.” This applies to numbers >999 and <10,000 only.
Consumer Technology
Association Foundation.........................................Founded in 2012, the Foundation’s mission is to link seniors and people with disabilities
with technology to enhance their lives. Spell out on first reference — Consumer
Technology Association Foundation (1st reference); CTA Foundation (2nd reference).
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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Consumer Technology
Association Innovation House.............................Spell out CTA on first reference — Consumer Technology Association Innovation House
(1st reference); CTA Innovation House (2nd reference).
Consumer Technology
Association Center...................................................Located in the Grand Lobby of the Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC), the Consumer
Technology Association Center is the place to find information about CTA initiatives and
programs at CES.
Consumer Technology
Association Blog........................................................Spell out CTA on first reference - Consumer Technology Association Blog (1st reference);
CTA Blog (2nd reference).
CTA member companies........................................Companies that pay dues to CTA.
Consumer Technology
Association Market Research...............................Used to cite and identify research produced by CTA. Spell out CTA on first reference Consumer Technology Association Market Research (1st reference); CTA Market Research
(2nd reference).
Consumer Technology
Association SmartBrief...........................................CTA’s free, daily e-newsletter that keeps tech insiders informed of the latest news and
technology advances that shape the industry. SmartBrief is one word with a capital “B.”
CTAPAC.........................................................................Political Action Committee of the Consumer Technology Association.
CTA websites..............................................................www. is no longer required before the website address.
CTA.tech.......................................................................Main website for CTA. Capitalize CTA.
CES.tech........................................................................Primary website for CES. Capitalize CES.
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CES® and CTA reference.........................................When referring to CTA as the owner and producer of CES, use “CES®, owned and produced
by the Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®.” The official registered name should be
used at least in the first instance with the ® symbol (in superscript) on official documents,
contracts, registration forms and return addresses when a formal name is needed.
CTA Innovation Scorecard.....................................The Innovation Scorecard is an index that evaluates innovation-friendly policies for all
50 states. First reference: [Year] Innovation Scorecard.
CTA International
Innovation Scorecard..............................................The International Innovation Scorecard is an index that evaluates innovation-friendly
policies internationally. First reference: [Year] International Innovation Scorecard.
CTA Voluntary Agreements..................................CTA-supported industry agreements. Capitalize "Voluntary Agreement."
Dynamic Forecasts...................................................CTA Dynamic Forecasts offer regularly updated market insights on the industry's largest
product categories, providing U.S. shipment forecasts for the coming eight-quarter
and five-year period, as well as consumer purchase intentions on a monthly basis. This
subscription service will allow you to watch CTA forecasts evolve alongside changes in
market conditions.
It Is Innovation (i3) .................................................. CTA’s flagship publication.
Ninja innovation........................................................A term coined by CTA President and CEO Gary Shapiro (note: this was coined by Shapiro,
not CTA) to describe the kind of unwavering commitment to victory that businesses must
possess in order to be successful in the marketplace.
Registered Symbols.................................................To make the ®, © and ™ marks on your computer, press Ctrl+Alt and R, C or T on your
keyboard. Always superscript and use on first reference.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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Technology & Standards (T&S)............................CTA’s standards-developing department and working groups fall under this name.
The department hosts spring and fall forums. Always use the ampersand “&.”
Telephone numbers.................................................United States and Canada 703-907-7600. CTA format uses all dashes. Do not put
parenthesis around the area code. Do not use periods. International Country code is the
set of digits at the beginning of the phone number following the “+” sign. For example,
here’s CTA: +1 703-907-7600 (US=1). When noting the toll free number on international
pieces, you must include +1.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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Address, telephone
numbers
CTA Address
For formal printed publications and presentations:
Consumer Technology Association
1919 South Eads Street
Arlington, Virginia 22202
USA
703-907-7600
CTA.tech
CTA@CTA.tech

Directory listing
For less formal correspondence and publications,
use abbreviations for state and street designation:
Consumer Technology Association
1919 South Eads St.
Arlington, VA 22202

Sending payments/remittance to CTA’s lockbox
CTA or CES
P.O. Box 79418
Baltimore, MD 21279-0418

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CTA Books
CTA has published four books:
The Comeback: How Innovation Will
Restore the American Dream
authored by CTA President and CEO,
Gary Shapiro

Digital Destiny: How the New Age of Data
Will Transform the Way We Work, Live,
and Communicate (Regnery Publishing, 2015),
authored by Shawn DuBravac, Ph.D.

Ninja Innovation: The Ten Killer Strategies
of the World’s Most Successful Businesses
authored by CTA President and CEO,
Gary Shapiro

Ninja Future: Secrets to Success
in the New World of Innovation
authored by CTA President and CEO,
Gary Shapiro

CTA is the owner of the intellectual property contained in and
related to the books. CTA should be referred to as the owner
and driving force behind the publications whenever possible.

Communicate, authored by Shawn DuBravac, Ph.D. (Second
author reference is “Dr. DuBravac,” while ensuing references are
simply “DuBravac”)

• In January 2013, CTA released its second book, Ninja
Innovation: The Ten Killer Strategies of the World’s Most
Successful Businesses, authored by Consumer Technology
Association President and CEO Gary Shapiro.

Exception: In Gary’s bio and speaking engagement applications,
lead with Gary as author: Gary Shapiro is the New York Times
best-selling author of The Comeback: How Innovation Will
Restore the American Dream, Ninja Innovation: The Ten Killer
Strategies of the World’s Most Successful Businesses and Ninja
Future: Secrets to Success in the New World of Innovation.

• In January 2015, CTA released its third book, Digital Destiny: How
the New Age of Data Will Transform the Way We Work, Live, and

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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Book Titles
The Comeback: How Innovation Will Restore the American
Dream, Ninja Innovation: The Ten Killer Strategies of the
World’s Most Successful Businesses, Digital Destiny: How the
New Age of Data Will Transform the Way We Work, Live, and
Communicate Businesses and Ninja Future: Secrets to Success
in the New World of Innovation.
• Italicize the book title and do not use quotation marks.
• 	Use the full title on first reference. The Comeback,
Ninja Innovation or Ninja Future can be used on second
reference.
• 	Link first references to NinjaInnovation.com (note capital
“N” and capital “I”), and NinjaFuture.com. Refer to The
Comeback and/or Ninja Innovation as a “New York Times
best-seller” when appropriate. Refer to Ninja Future as a
“best-seller.”
About the Author
GARY SHAPIRO
• 	Gary Shapiro is president and CEO of the Consumer
Technology Association (CTA)® the U.S. trade association
representing more than 2200 consumer technology
companies and which owns and produces CES® – The
Global Stage for Innovation.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

• 	He is a best-selling author, whose books include Ninja
Future: Secrets to Success in the New World of Innovation
(HarperCollins 2019), Ninja Innovation: The Ten Killer
Strategies of the World’s Most Successful Businesses
(HarperCollins, 2013) and The Comeback: How Innovation
will Restore the American Dream (Beaufort, 2011).
• 	As head of CTA for more than three decades, he has
effectively ushered the consumer technology industry
through major periods of technological upheaval and
transformation.
• 	Gary Shapiro has worked in the consumer technology industry
for more than 30 years and has served as president and CEO of
the Consumer Technology Association since 1991.
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Event References
CEO Summit................................................................The CEO Summit is an invitation-only event with discussion, programming and activities
in an international destination. The Summit presents a rare opportunity to network in an
executive-only environment, to gather insights helpful to your business and focus on
important issues facing our industry.
CES®................................................................................The world’s gathering place for all who thrive on the business of consumer technology.
Held each January in Las Vegas, Nevada.
CES Unveiled...............................................................CES Unveiled events bring select technology companies, top media, buyers, analysts and
key industry influencers together to showcase new products and tech trends leading up
to CES. Each CES Unveiled event abroad is tailored to the local audience and serves to
debut regional and global research, provide CES news and showcase curated products
and technologies during a tabletop exhibition and networking reception.
CES Unveiled Las Vegas..............................................CES Unveiled Las Vegas provides press and industry analysts a pre-show sneak peek at what will
be making headlines before CES officially opens. Media can interact with products before they
hit the show floor and see product debuts from our Innovation Award Honorees.
CES Unveiled New York..........................................This invitation-only cocktail celebration is the official kick-off party of the CES season,
featuring emerging tech trends that dominate the CES show floor in January.
CES on the Hill............................................................Annual event in Washington, D.C., that brings together members of Congress, their staff
and media to demo products and mingle with executives from the consumer technology
industry and see how technology is improving lives and creating American jobs.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CTA Digital Patriots..................................................The CTA Digital Patriots Dinner is where CTA honors the year’s foremost industry and
policy leaders who are behind both superior cutting-edge technology and the legal and
regulatory framework that allows our industry to flourish. Honorees are chosen because
they understand that innovation drives our economy and improves our lives, and they are
dedicated to ensuring that the U.S. remains the world’s technology leader.
CTA Hall of Fame.......................................................The annual CTA Hall of Fame Dinner honors the visionaries in the consumer technology
industry whose contributions have made possible the products, services and technologies
that consumers enjoy today. The Innovation Entrepreneur Awards (IEA) are also presented
at this event. The IEA program, recognizes inspiring entrepreneurs, leading businesses
and exceptional startups in the consumer technology industry.
CTA Leaders in Technology Dinner...................The invite-only Leaders in Technology Dinner at CES allows high-level public policymakers and
technologists to learn from CES exhibitors and see thousands of new products that contribute
to the U.S. consumer technology industry.
CTA PlugFest...............................................................This innovative testing event focuses on connectivity and interoperability. CTA’s PlugFests
allow manufacturers to come together and test interfaces (such as HDMI, HDCP,
DisplayPort, CEC and MHL). At PlugFest, designers sort out connectivity issues between
different manufacturers before products get in consumers' hands. Participants include
engineers and other technical experts of CTA member companies and other invited guests.

CTA Technology & Standards Forum.................Allows engineering leaders to network across many product categories as they develop
and finalize standards within the consumer technology industry. Held twice a year in the
spring and fall. You must list “Fall” or “Spring” after Technology & Standards and before
“Forum” for each respective event.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CTA Executive Team
Gary Shapiro – President and CEO
Glenda MacMullin – Chief Operating Officer and CFO

We spell out “and” when it is between two different job titles
(i.e., President and CEO), and we use the “&” when it separates
departments/topics (i.e., Sales & Business Development)

Karen Chupka – EVP, CES & Corporate Business Strategy
Jean Foster – Sr. VP, Marketing & Communications
Brian Markwalter – Sr. VP, Research & Standards
Michael Petricone – Sr. VP, Government & Regulatory Affairs
Kara Dickerson – VP, Strategic Partnerships & Conferences
Kinsey Fabrizio – VP, Membership
Steve Koenig – VP, Market Research
Laurie Lutz – VP, CES Operations
Brian Moon – VP, Sales & Business Development
Tiffany Moore – Sr. VP, Political & Industry Affairs
Sean Perkins – VP, Marketing
Beth Singh – VP, Human Resources
Siri Tyler – VP, Finance
Dave Wilson – VP, Technology & Standards

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

We DO NOT spell out “VP.”
Capitalize titles when they are used immediately before names:
President and CEO Gary Shapiro.
Lowercase titles when they follow when they follow the name:
Gary Shapiro, President and CEO.
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CES Writing Style Guide
Following is a list of correct stats and terms for use in CES
materials when referring to CES.
.
Official Name of the Show
• CES®
•	When using the year put the brand first: CES® 2022
CES Tagline
• The Global Stage for Innovation
CES Topline Messaging
•	For more than 50 years, CES has been the launch pad for
new innovation and technology that has changed the world.
•	The world’s gathering place for all who thrive on the
business of consumer technologies.
•	CES is the most influential tech event in the world.

•	161 countries/regions/territories
•	312 conference sessions and 1127 speakers
• 6365 media
• 1233 startups in Eureka Park (52 countries countries)
• 33 product categories
• 24 Marketplaces
CES Boilerplate
CES® is the most influential tech event in the world – the
proving ground for breakthrough technologies and global
innovators. This is where the world's biggest brands do business
and meet new partners, and the sharpest innovators hit the
stage. Owned and produced by the Consumer Technology
Association (CTA)®, CES features every aspect of the tech sector.
Learn more at CES.tech and follow CES on social.
Note: "CES video highlights," "CES.tech," and "social" should all
be hyperlinked appropriately.

Use this when referring to CES®:
•	More than 2.9 million net sq. ft. of exhibit space
(269K+ net square meters)
• More than 175K attendees
• More than 61K international attendees
• More than 4500 exhibiting companies
For the latest comprehensive CES Writing Style Guide, please contact brand@CTA.tech.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CES Terms
CES NAME, OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS, WEBSITES AND TOLL-FREE NUMBER
CES® 20XX...............................................................................First reference should be CES® 20XX. Remaining references do not need the ® mark. References
after the first can be listed as: CES or CES 20XX. This includes historical references as well.
CES toll-free number............................................... 866-233-7968.
CES.tech........................................................................Official website for CES. Capitalize CES in the URL.
CES OFFICIAL SHOW LOCATIONS, VENUES AND PROGRAMS
CES official show venues........................................When referring to exhibit locations, CES has exhibits in three locations: Tech East, Tech
West and Tech South.
Tech East......................................................................[Las Vegas Convention and World Trade Center (LVCC), Westgate Las Vegas (Westgate)
and Renaissance Las Vegas (Renaissance)] Tech East is home to an array of innovative
product categories such as AR/VR & gaming, Artificial Intelligence & Robotics, Resilience,
Self-Driving Technology, Smart Cities, Travel & Tourism and Vehicle Tech.
Tech West....................................................................[The Venetian Expo (Formerly known as the Sands Expo/The Venetian), Palazzo, Wynn
Las Vegas and Encore at Wynn (Wynn/Encore)] Tech West features leading companies
and the newest innovations in lifestyle technologies, including health & wellness, digital
money, accessibility, smart home, fitness and other high-growth product categories
changing the way we live, work and play. Tech West is also home to the startup
community, Eureka Park™.
Tech South...................................................................Tech South, which includes ARIA, Vdara and Park MGM. Tech South also houses the majority
of C Space exhibits and conference sessions, which include the marketing, advertising,
entertainment, creative and content communities as well as sports technology.
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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ARIA...............................................................................The headquarters for C Space events and activities. One of the venues in Tech South.
Always use all caps.
C Space..........................................................................Program for CES designed by and for the marketing, advertising, entertainment, creative
and content communities as well as sports technology.
Encore at Wynn Las Vegas.....................................One of the venues in Tech West. The first reference should be “Encore at Wynn” or
“Encore at Wynn Las Vegas.” After that, it can be referred to as “Encore.”
LVCC...............................................................................One of the venues in Tech East. Use Las Vegas Convention and World Trade Center
(LVCC) on first mention, then LVCC on subsequent mentions.
Mandalay Bay Convention Center......................Mandalay Bay for short. Venue for Press Day and CES Unveiled.
The Palazzo..................................................................One of the venues in Tech West. Like The Venetian, always use a capital “T” in all references.
“Be sure to visit The Palazzo hospitality suites.”
Renaissance Las Vegas (Renaissance)..............One of the venues in Tech East. Spell out “Renaissance Las Vegas” on first reference and
“Renaissance” on any remaining references.
The Venetian Expo...................................................Formerly known as the Sands Expo/The Venetian, the Venetian Expo is one of the venues
in Tech West.
Westgate Las Vegas (Westgate).........................One of the venues in Tech East. Spell out “Westgate Las Vegas (Westgate)” on first
reference, and “Westgate” on any remaining references.
Wynn Las Vegas.........................................................“ Wynn Las Vegas” do not use a “The” before it. Spell out on first reference; use “Wynn” after.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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CES LOCATIONS NAMING CONVENTION
LVCC
LVCC, Central Hall, ((Booth #))
LVCC, Central Plaza, ((Booth #))
LVCC, Grand Lobby, ((Booth #))
LVCC, North Hall, ((Booth #))
LVCC, North Level 1, Room ((Room #))
LVCC, North Level 2, Room ((Room #))
LVCC, South Hall 1, ((Booth #))
LVCC, South Hall 2, ((Booth #))
LVCC, South Hall 3, ((Booth #))
LVCC, South Hall 4, ((Booth #))
LVCC, South Hall Connector, Room ((Room #))
LVCC, South Plaza, ((Booth #))
LVCC, West Hall, ((Booth #))
LVCC, West Level 1, Room ((Room #))
LVCC, West Level 2, Room ((Room #))
LVCC, West Level 3, Room ((Room #))

Westgate
Westgate, Suite ((Suite #))

Renaissance
Renaissance, ((Meeting Room name))
Renaissance, Suite ((Suite #))

Venetian Expo, Level 2 Lobby, ((Booth #))
Venetian, Level 1, ((Meeting Room)) ((Meeting Room #))
Venetian, Level 2, Venetian Ballroom ((A-L))
Venetian, Level 2, ((Meeting Room)) ((Meeting Room #))
Venetian, Level 3, ((Meeting Room)) ((Meeting Room #))
Venetian, Level 4, ((Meeting Room)) ((Meeting Room #))
Venetian, Level 5, Palazzo Ballroom
Venetian Tower, Suite ((Suite #))
Venetian Tower, Suite TBA ((for rooms assigned on-site))
Palazzo, Suite TBA ((for rooms assigned on-site))

Wynn/Encore
Wynn, Suite ((Suite #))
Encore, Suite ((Suite #))

ARIA
ARIA, Level ((#)), ((Meeting Room Name))
ARIA, Level 2, Mariposa, ((Booth #))

Destinations/Highlights
CTA Center
CTA Member Lounge
Innovation Awards Showcase
International Business Center (IBC)
Platinum Lounge
Social Media Command Center (SMCC)

Venetian Expo
When referencing Venetian Expo for the first time,
add (formerly the Sands Expo) in parentheses.

Venetian Expo, Level 1 Lobby, ((Booth #))
Venetian Expo, Level 1, Hall G, ((Booth #))
Venetian Expo, Level 2, Hall A-C, ((Booth #))

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Media
Media Center
Media Rooms
News Conferences
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OTHER TERMS
Badge pickup.............................................................. “Pickup” is not hyphenated.
Central Plaza............................................................... Located outside in front of Central Hall and the hotel shuttle bus drop off. Do not refer
to it as Silver Lot. Specific location LVCC, Central Plaza.
Ground level of South Hall.................................... Use when referring to South Halls 1 and 2. Use “ground level” instead of “lower level” or
“downstairs.” Specific location LVCC, South Hall 1-2. Also acceptable is “the back of South
Hall on the ground level” when referring to South Hall 2.
International Business Center.............................. Can be referred to as IBC after first full reference. Previously referred to as International
Commerce Center.
Mandalay Bay Express............................................. Shuttle service to/from the LVCC for CES Unveiled and Press Day.
On-site.......................................................................... Hyphenate.
Preregistration (preregister) .............................. One word, no hyphen.
Preshow........................................................................ One word, no hyphen.
Post-show ................................................................... Hyphenate.
Venetian Meeting Rooms...................................... Use when referring to the meeting space in The Venetian. On first reference, capitalize
Meeting Room, after that lowercase.
Venetian Tower Suites............................................ When referring to the tower suites in The Venetian: on first reference, capitalize Suites.
Subsequent uses are lowercase. When specifically using in exhibitor promotion or tools,
call out Venetian Tower Exhibit Suite versus Venetian Tower Hospitality Suite.
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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Upper level of South Hall ...................................... When referring to South Halls 3 and 4; specific location LVCC, South Hall 3-4. Also
acceptable is “the back of South Hall on the upper level” when referring to South Hall 4.
CONFERENCE PROGRAM TERMS
Conference Tracks.................................................... Conference Tracks includes any CTA produced conference session or Partner Program.
Keynote Address(es)............................................... Do not use “keynotes” alone.
SuperSession............................................................... All one word, used in conjunction with CES conference sessions. Capitalize “Super” and
“Session.”
Headliners.................................................................... All one word, used in conjunction with a CES conference session (non-keynote) that
features a standalone presenter.
C Space Storytellers................................................. Sponsored ,non-keynote conference session in conjunction with C space.
INNOVATION TERMS
CES Innovation Awards........................................... The official name for the Innovation Awards program.
CES Best of Innovation honorees........................ These honorees received above-average scores in each of the 30 categories.
Do not use “winners” or “finalists.”
CES Innovation Awards Showcase...................... A designated area of the CES show floor where CES Innovation Awards honorees are displayed.
CES Innovation Honorees...................................... The products/companies that have received awards. Do NOT call them Innovation
winners or finalists.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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MEDIA EVENT TERMS
CES Media Days......................................................... After CES Unveiled Las Vegas, CES Media Days feature preshow press events from CES
exhibitors, hosting news conferences to make major product announcements.
CES Unveiled Las Vegas.......................................... The official media event of CES. Write out completely on first mention and shorten to CES
Unveiled on subsequent mentions.
CES Unveiled New York.......................................... CES Unveiled New York is the exhibitor tabletop event that includes a CES press
conference and market research presentation. There are several other yearly CES
Unveiled events like CES Unveiled Paris. The city always follows “CES Unveiled.”
SERVICES AND VENDOR TERMS
C Space Shuttle.......................................................... Free shuttle to ARIA from the LVCC and the Venetian Expo (formerly known as the Sands
Expo/The Venetian).
Freeman........................................................................ The official general services contractor for CES.
LVCC Golf Cart and Pedestrian Walkway......... A shortcut to get from the back of Central Hall to the back of South Hall 2.
Las Vegas Monorail.................................................. Use on first mention; use lowercase “monorail” for subsequent mentions.
McCarran International Airport.......................... Las Vegas’ main airport. Note that proper spelling is McCarran,
NOT McCarren.
Tech Express............................................................... Free shuttle service that runs between the LVCC and the Venetian Expo (formerly known
as the Sands Expo/The Venetian).
BPA Worldwide.......................................................... The consulting company that prepares the audit of CES.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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OTHER CES TERMS
Vehicle Technology................................................. A CES product category formerly known as automotive technology.
CES App......................................................................... The official app for CES. An interactive smartphone application designed to be used as a
preshow planning and on-site navigation tool by CES attendees. The CES app integrates
LiveSafe, a safety communications platform and risk-mitigation tool.
Eureka Park™.............................................................. Marketplace dedicated to startup companies at CES. Launched in 2012.
High-performance audio....................................... CES product category. High-performance is hyphenated.
iProducts...................................................................... Lowercase “i,” capital “P.”
Internet of Things..................................................... (IoT) is the connection of process, data and networks through multiple end-user devices.
Always capitalize “Internet” and “Things.”
Kids@Play..................................................................... All one word, capitalize “Kids” and “Play.” Use @ symbol.
Marketplaces.............................................................. One word, capital “M” and lowercase “p.” Previously called TechZones.
S.U.R.E®......................................................................... Sense of Urgency, Responsiveness & Empathy®
Social Media Command Center........................... The Social Media Command Center is an installation on the show floor that displays realtime visuals of how the show is performing from a social media perspective.
Startup(s)..................................................................... One word, no hyphen.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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Commonly
Misused Industry
Terms
CTA follows the AP Stylebook for editorial
writing style, with certain exceptions.
Following is a list of those exceptions,
as well as the most commonly misused
terms and phrases.
16 X 9
“Widescreen” TV screen format that
is closer to a movie screen format.
1990s and all decades
No apostrophe.
1 ohm
Lowercase “o,” no hyphen.
3D
Three dimensional, no hyphens.
3DTV
No hyphen, no spaces.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

3D-enabled
Hyphenate.
4K Ultra HD
4K Ultra HD refers to display technologies
with minimum performance attributes
including a display resolution of at least
eight million active pixels, with at least
3840 horizontally and at least 2,160
vertically. It is expected that the terms
4K Ultra High-Definition, 4K Ultra HD,
or 4K UHD are used in conjunction with
common product names, such as TV,
monitor and projector. These terms
also can be applied to digital imaging
products (e.g., standalone cameras and
camcorders) that capture, record and
playback still images and video with at
least 3840 pixels horizontally and at least
2160 pixels vertically. The device also must
be capable of capturing, recording and
playback 3840 x 2160 video at a minimum
of 24p frames per second with a minimum
bit depth of 8 bits and have at least one
HDMI-compatible output supporting the
playback requirements. 4K Ultra HDTV
and 4K UHD TV are both acceptable
references to 4K Ultra High-Definition
display and digital imaging products.

Upon first reference use 4K Ultra HighDefinition. Subsequent references can be
shortened to 4K Ultra HD or 4K UHD.
5.1 audio format or 7.1 audio format
A digital audio recording and playback
system for home theater. It includes five
or seven channels (left, right, center,
rear/surround left and right) plus
a subwoofer channel.
8K Ultra HD
8K Ultra HD refers to any screen or display
with around 8000 pixels width. 8K UHD,
also known UHD-2, is the current highest
Ultra HD television resolution in digital
television, digital cinematography and
digital signage.
Abbreviations:
Association – Assn.
Company – Co.
Corporation – Corp.
Incorporated – Inc.
International – Int’l (Only at the end of
a company’s name, no period.)
Limited – Ltd.
LLC – no period after or between letters.
Limited Partnership – L.P.
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acronym
A word formed from the initial letters
of a name, or by combining initial letters
or parts of a series of words (such as laser
-L(ight) A(mplification by) S(timulated)
E(mission of) R(adiation). See page 65 for
a list of acronyms commonly used in the
consumer technology industry.
administration
Lowercase: the administration, the
Obama administration, the president’s
administration.
aftermarket
Aftermarket installations, most often
used in connection with automotive
electronics.
analog
Analog implies a continuous signal
in contrast with digital, which breaks
everything into numbers.
autosound
One word.
AV
Abbreviation for audio visual. Capital “A”
and “V.” No slash, not A/V.
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

badge pickup locations
When referring to the stations at CES,
pickup is one word with no hyphen.
When using the phrase pick up as a verb,
separate into two words “Kelly will pick up
the badges.”
bandwidth
Capacity of a network (usually expressed
in bits per second) to carry data. “A high
bandwidth network can transmit intensive
data streams like audio and video.” .
biometrics
The process by which a person’s unique
physical traits are detected and recorded
by an electronic device or system.
bit (acronym for binary digit)
Describes transmission speeds for data
transmitted as electrical pulses, thought
of as either on or off. The pulses are bits.
It takes eight bits to make a byte (unit of
memory to store one ASCII character).
bitrate
One word.
blockchain
One word.

Blu-ray (also known as Blu-ray Disc
(BD))
Capital “B,” lowercase “r,” hyphenate.
Advanced optical disc format. When “Disc”
follows “Blu-ray”, capital “D.”
Bluetooth
Wireless communication standard that
allows many devices to communicate
with each other. Signals are transmitted
via radio waves in the same spectrum as
cordless phones. It’s named after King
Harald Blatand (Bluetooth), who unified
Denmark in the 10th century.
brand names
When used, capitalize them (Word, Firefox,
RealAudio). A few of the commonly used
brand names in our field are mentioned in
this style guide.
broadband
High-speed data transmission in which
a single cable can carry several channels
of data at once, providing integrated
access to voice, high-speed data service,
video demand services and interactive
delivery services. The most common type
of broadband transmission is cable wiring
(as in cable TV and cable modems).
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byte
Describes computer storage capacity,
made up of bits. The most common
size byte consists of eight bits, or binary
digits. Modifiers can be KB (kilobyte), MB
(megabyte) or GB (gigabyte). For modem
speeds in kilobits per second, use Kbps.
cable modem
Technology that transmits digital
computer information across cable
television networks at high speeds.
cell phone
Two words.
company names
When printing a formal list of companies
(such as our members), make the style
consistent. Do not put a comma before
Inc., LLC or Ltd.
comparisons
• like – means something similar to
• such as – means the following list may or
may not include the examples that follow
• including – means the following list
specifically includes the following items

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

consumer technology
“Consumer technology” may be
shortened to “consumer tech” in
appropriate references, but we do not
abbreviate as “CT” in general copy.
Consumer Technology Association
(CTA)®
Our official, registered name. The official
registered name should be used at least
once with the ® symbol on official
documents, contracts, registration forms
and return addresses when a formal name
is needed. Should be superscripted.
cookie
An electronic “tag” placed on the browser
of a website user’s computer to store and
sometimes track information about that
user. A cookie can be used to tell when the
user’s computer has contacted a website,
to measure certain traffic patterns and
rotate ads or messages or to measure the
success of a website’s approach.
copyright
All one word.

cord-cutting
Hyphenate. Refers to the trend of
cancelling cable television.
cryptocurrency
One word, no hyphen. Refers to a type
of digital money that uses encryption
technology to make it secure. Avoid
using the shorthand crypto, which can be
confused with cryptography.
cut-off
Hyphenate when modifying a noun, as in
“cut-off date.” Do not hyphenate when
used as a verb, as in “cut off the stem.”
dash
The long dash shown here — the official
name is an em dash. Can be created in
Word documents by pressing Control, Alt,
then the “dash” on the far right corner of
the numeric keypad or by clicking on insert
and then symbol. Use the proper long dash
instead of the old-fashioned two hyphens.
Leave one space before and after the dash.
Use dashes to denote an abrupt change
in thought in a sentence or an emphatic
pause: We will top 2,500 members this
year — if we keep this continued pace.
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Alternately, use a hyphen as a joiner, such as
a date span (Jan. 8-11) and a way to combine
words to form one complete thought: a
full-time job, a first-quarter gain.
DBS
Direct broadcast satellite.
D.C.
Washington, D.C. Follow D.C. with a
comma in a sentence: The Washington,
D.C., conference will be held in April.
digital imaging/photography
CTA refers to digital photography and
digital videography as digital imaging.
Digital media player
A device which streams content from the
internet or a networked computer to a
television screen (such as Apple TV or Roku).
digital video recorder (DVR)
Device that can record TV viewer’s
multiple program choices for playback
anytime.
DIRECTV
CTA member. All capitals.
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

disc
Read-only, optical-storage medium that
is generally round, nonmagnetic metal and
covered with small pits that can be read
from, and written to, by laser..
DISH
CTA member. All capitals.

DTV
Digital television delivered and displayed
using computer code (digital technology).
Dual-reflex bandpass
Hyphenate.

Dolby
Always capitalize Dolby. The ® is not
needed in our communications.

e-book
Electronic book text that can be
downloaded into any number of types
of readers such as Nook or Kindle.
Lowercase “e” and hyphen.

DPI
Dots per inch. A measurement of image
resolution. The higher the number, the
better the resolution, sharpness and detail.

e-commerce
Doing business electronically — selling
products and services through online
stores. Lower case “e” and hyphenate.

DSL
Digital subscriber line.

eCycling Leadership Initiative
small “e,” cap “C,” small “ycling”; one word.
Can use “ELI” on ensuing references.

DSS
Digital satellite system — a product.
CTA uses DBS (direct broadcast system)
to refer to the overall product category.
DTH
Direct-to-home satellite receiver.

e-government
Transactions with governmental agencies,
including individual tasks such as driver’s
licenses and taxes, business uses such
as permits, and government interaction
with its citizens such as webcasts of
governmental meetings.
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email
In the AP Stylebook the hyphen is no
longer used.
electronic or electronics as an adjective
For most of our uses, electronics is
correct.
Electronics System Contractor (ESC)
Designers and installers of whole-home
networks for the digital home.
e-reader
Lowercase “e” and hyphen. If used at the
beginning of a sentence, capitalize “E”
(E-reader).
esports
One word, no capitalization or
hyphenation of any kind. (Exception: If
“esports” begins
a sentence, capitalize as “Esports”).
EU
European Union. No periods.
Exclamation point
Use sparingly.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

FedEx Office
No space, not a verb. The name is not
Federal Express.
FiOS
Fiber optic service. Lowercase “i.”
firewall
Software that keeps out unauthorized
users of a network.

screen vertically, or 1080p. Capitalize
as “Full HD.”
GIF
Graphic interchange format; a file
compression format for images.
GPS
Global positioning system.

flash memory
Lowercase, not a proper noun.

handheld
No hyphen. Portable computer, smaller
than a laptop.

flat-panel
As in “flat-panel TV.” Hyphenate.

hands-free
Car kit, hands-free phone. Hyphenate.

floorplan
One word.

hard disk drive (HDD)
No hyphens.

FTP
File transfer protocol. Method for
transferring files between computers
on the internet.

Hashtag
Official hashtag of CES is #CES20XX.
CES followed by year.

Full HD
Used to describe HD resolution of
1,920 pixels displayed across the screen
horizontally and 1,080 pixels down the

HD Radio
“R” in radio should be capitalized.
Use trademark on first reference.
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head-unit
Hyphenated.
health care
Two words. No hyphen.
hi-fi
high fidelity.
High-definition multimedia
interface (HDMI)
HDMI is a compact audio/video
interface for transmitting uncompressed
digital data.
high-definition television (HDTV)
HDTV refers to a complete product/
system with the following minimum
performance attributes:
• aspect ratio — Capable of displaying
a 16 X 9 image.
• audio — Receives and reproduces,
and/or outputs Dolby Digital audio.
• display scanning format — Has active
vertical scanning lines of 720 progressive
(720p), 1080 interlaced (1080i) or higher.
• receiver — Receives ATSC terrestrial
digital transmissions and decodes all
ATSC table 3 video formats.
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

High Dynamic Range (HDR)
Televisions with HDR have the ability to
display a wider and richer range of colors,
much brighter whites, and much deeper,
darker blacks. This gives the TV picture
a more ‘dynamic’ look, which is where the
name comes from.

HTTP
Acronym for hypertext transfer protocol.
Lowercase in Web addresses.

home theater system
A home theater system includes at
least the following products connected
together in the same room: a smart TV
50” or bigger or projector displayed 50”
or bigger and an audio/video receiver
(AVR) with a multi-channel surround
sound speaker (wired or wireless) setup
or a soundbar with a separate subwoofer
or other audio system with a separate
subwoofer.

IEEE
Pronounced “eye-triple-E.” Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
Creates hardware and software standards,
sponsors conferences and publishes
technical papers in computer engineering
and sponsors conferences.

high-tech
hyphenated.
HTML
Acronym for hypertext mark-up language,
the original communications protocol of
the Web is a system of coding text that
links electronic documents. Lowercase in
web addresses.

IDB
Intelligent transportation systems data
bus.

in-house
Hyphenated.
Incorporated
Abbreviate as Inc. When listing out full
company names, do not put a comma
before Inc.
infrared
No hyphen.
internet
Do not capitalize the “I.”
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intranet
Network, based on TCP/IP protocols,
belonging to an organization, accessible
only by the organization’s members,
employees, or others with authorization.
Internet of Things (IoT)
Also referred to as Internet of Everything
by Cisco. IoT refers to uniquely identifiable
objects and their virtual representations in
an internet-like structure. Capitalize the “I”
and “T.”
IP
Intellectual property or internet protocol.
iPad®
A tablet computer developed by Apple,
announced in January 2010. Use Register
mark and lower case “i.”
iPhone®
Apple’s first internet-enabled smartphone.
It combines the features of a mobile
phone, wireless internet device and iPod
into one form. Use Register mark and
lower case “i.”

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

iPod®
Lowercase “i,” capital “P.” A portable digital
music player from Apple, use Register
mark and lowercase “i.”
iOS®
A mobile operating system developed and
distributed by Apple. Use Register mark
and lower case “i.”
ISP
Internet service provider.
IT
Information technology.
ITS
Intelligent transportation system.
Job Titles
When using hyphenated titles such as
Co-Founder, Co-Editor, Co-Chairman,
always capitalize “Co’ and the title
(Founder, Editor, Chairman, etc.) When
name, title, company is stacked, for
example, on signage, do not put a
comma at the end of each line. Capitalize
president only as a formal title before
a name or names: President Joe Biden,

Presidents Barack Obama and George
Bush. Lowercase in all other uses. The
president announced today. He is running
for president. Gary Shapiro, president
and CEO of the Consumer Technology
Association (CTA)®.
JPEG
Pronounced “j-peg.” Joint Photographic
Experts Group, a standard method of
compression for images.
kHz
Lowercase “k.” Capital “H.”
LAN
Local area network. Network of computers
centered in a physical location.
LCD color monitor
Liquid crystal display.
legislative titles
Use Rep., Reps., Sen. and Sens. As formal
titles before one or more names in regular
text. When necessary for clarification, add
U.S. or state before a title: U.S. Sen. Susan
Atkins met with state Sen. John James.
Spell out and capitalize these titles before
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one or more names in a direct quotation.
Spell out and lowercase representative
and senator in other uses. Spell out other
legislative titles in all uses. Capitalize
formal titles such as assemblyman,
assemblywoman, city councilor, delegate,
etc. when they are used before a name.
Lowercase in other uses. For more details,
see the AP Stylebook.
legislature
Capitalize when preceded by the name
of a state: the Florida Legislature. Retain
capitalization when the state name is
dropped but the reference is specifically to
that state’s legislature.
Limited
List as Ltd. Do not put a comma between
company name and Ltd.
listserv
Software that makes internet mailing
lists possible.
logo
Identifying design for an organization or
product. Do not copy the logos from the
web, because they are not in the proper
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

resolution to reproduce correctly in
printed materials.

members-only
All lowercase. Hyphenate.

Mac®
Mac is the colloquial name for Macintosh
Computer. Created by Apple and
introduced in 1984.
measurements
900 MHz, 37.1 MHz (phones)
27” TV, 40” TV (in narrative text,
use 27-inch TV)
17” monitor
1.5 GB hard drive
1024x768 resolution
16 MB memory, 640 MB cartridge
233 MHz, 266 MHz (processor speed)
256-color display
56K modem, 28.8 modem (speed)
640x240 pixel screen
1440x720 dpi
32-bit OS, 16-bit Windows,
128-bit graphics accelerator
24x speed CD-ROM drive (not
doublespeed or quad-speed)
kilo- denotes one thousand
mega- denotes one million
giga- denotes one billion

MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems)
Mems devices are defined as die-level
components of first-level packaging, and
include pressure sensors, accelerometers,
gyroscopes, microphones, digital mirror
displays, microfluidic devices, etc.
microdisplay
One word.
millennials
Not capitalized unless starting a sentence.
months
Abbreviate months in ads. If year is
referenced in the logo, do not repeat it in
subsequent copy.
MP3
MP3 is an audio compression format
available for downloading digital music
files from the internet. MP3 can take larger
audio recordings and shrink them down
to a fraction of their size while losing little
fidelity of sound.
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MP4
File format created by the Moving Picture
Experts Group (MPEG) as a multimedia
container format designed to store
audiovisual data.
MPEG video
Moving Picture Experts Group, a video and
audio compression standard.
multichannel
Do not hyphenate.
multimedia
Combination of text, sound, graphics and
video, including interactive elements. One
word.
multiroom
One word, no hyphen.
Example: multiroom audio.
next-gen
Shorthand for “next generation.”
Hyphenate.
OEM
Original equipment manufacturer.
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on-site
Hyphenate.

the numerical figure starts the sentence
and therefore is spelled out.

online
No hyphen. Primarily an adjective
meaning logged onto a network, or with
unspecified access to the internet.

Examples:
“The survey showed that 35% of
respondents…”
“Thirty-five percent of survey
respondents…”

OS
Operating system.
over-the-air TV
Use hyphens. Abbreviate to OTA after first
reference.
password, passcode
One word.
PC
Personal computer, PC-based. Plural is PCs,
as in, “She has three PCs at her house.” No
apostrophe.

Ph.D.
Do not precede a name with a courtesy
title for an academic degree and follow
it with the abbreviation for the degree in
the same reference. On first reference use
John Smith, Ph.D. On second reference
you may use Dr. Smith. On third reference
and thereafter use only the last name.
pixel
Short form of “picture element,” for the
dots that make up the picture or image on
a computer. The more pixels, the better
the resolution.

PDF
Short for Portable Document Format.
All caps.

plug-in
Hyphenate.

Percentages
Use the percentage symbol (“%”), unless

podcast
An audio broadcast that has been converted
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to an MP3 file or other audio file for playback
in a digital music player or computer.

readers. Does not need to be spelled out
upon first reference.

Postscript
Brand name. Always capitalize, but ® is not
needed in our communications.

server
Powerful, central computer or workstation
that “serves” stored data and files to other
machines on a network.

preregistration (preregister)
No hyphen.
preshow
No hyphen.
push technology
Content automatically delivered on the
internet in accordance with the reader’s
tastes, interests and previous directions to
providers of such content; can be anything
from airline schedules to news feeds.
QR Code
Quick Response Code
QuickTime
One word, no space.
RSS feed
Really simple syndication. A type of
technology that delivers news feeds to
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

set-top box
Hyphenate “set-top.” Hardware that
augments TVs. Some will allow standard
TVs to receive digital broadcasts. Others
allow web use via a TV. Abbreviate to STB
after first reference.
set-up
Hyphenate as noun (the home office “setup”) but not as verb. (You will be set up
with a laptop.)
signal-to-noise ratio
Use hyphens when spelled out or forward
slash when abbreviating, as in “S/N.”
Capitalize the abbreviation.
single-reflex bandpass
Hyphenate.

smart TV
In AP stories, the generic term is smart TV.
Some brands cap the models, though.
smart home
Communication among appliances,
information devices, home systems
and entertainment products working
cooperatively in a home.
smart speaker
Any internet-connected speaker with
an artificial intelligence-based digital
assistant, such as the Amazon Echo, Apple
HomePod or Google Home speakers.
smartcard
All one word.
smartphone
Lowercase “s,” one word.
smartwatch
Generic use is one word, lowercase.
When referencing the Sony brand smart
watch, use Sony SmartWatch
soundbar
One word. A bar-shaped device containing
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multiple speakers, used with
a television set, computer, or MP3 player.

to make this appear in the right location
and size (8 pt).

infrastructure telecommunications
Okay to abbreviate to “telecom.”

States
Abbreviate state names using their twoletter postal codes when accompanied by
a city name (i.e., Chevy Chase, MD; Crystal
City, VA).

Super Bowl®
As in, “CES attracts more press than the
Super Bowl®.” Note, we do not use this
term in connection with promotional
content; rather, please use “the big game.”

TIFF
Tagged Image File Format. A common file
format for storing raster graphics.

system-on-chip (SoC)
Use hyphens when spelling out.

surround sound
No hyphen. Two words.

system-on-chip (SoC)
Use hyphens when spelling out.

T1 line
High-speed network that transmits data
at 1.5 Mbps.

time listing
Always list the time of day as AM or PM
(uppercase, with no periods).
No spaces on either side of hyphen.
11 AM-2:30 PM
1-2:30 PM
Noon-2 PM
8 PM-midnight

tablet computer
A mobile computer contained in
a flat-panel which is controlled via
a touchscreen or stylus.

toll-free number
Within narrative. “Call this toll-free
number: 800-xxx-xxxx”
(do not put 1 in front of 800).

tchotchke
(Pronounced Choch-key) Small give-away
such as pen, magnet, key ring and other
items, often inscribed with a company logo.

touchscreen
One word.

spacing
One space after a period.
spreadsheet
One word.
stand-alone
Hyphenate.
startup
One word when referring to a company
style mark (SM)
Use the format button and “superscript”
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

TechHome® Rating System (THRS)
A nationally recognized build-to
specification for residential technology

trademarks
CES® is the official registered name.
The official registered names should be
used at least once with the ® symbol on
official documents, contracts, registration
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forms and return addresses when a formal
name is needed.

voicemail
One word.

Wi-Fi
Capital “W” capital “F”.

tradeshow
One word.

voice-over-IP (VoIP)
Voice Over Internet Protocol, use
lowercase “o.” Also can use “VoIP” with
lowercase “o, use hyphens.

Workstyle™
CTA holds the trademark for this word.
To make the TM sign, press Ctrl+Alt and T
on your keyboard.

WAN
Wide-area network, a network linking
computers over a great physical distance,
in contrast to a LAN (local area network).

World Trade and Convention Center
Las Vegas (WTCLV)
Owned by CTA, the WTCLV represents
CTA’s commitment to expanded
international trade in Las Vegas. Its physical
entity is located within the LVCC.

two-way
Two-way communication. Hyphenate.
upscale
The process by which an image or video
is converted so that it displays correctly
in a higher resolution format. One word,
no hyphen.
U.S. Consumer Technology One-Year
Industry Forecast
The twice-yearly report produced by CTA
Market Research with industry sales figures
for 100+ products
universal remote control
A single remote control device with the
ability to control television, DVD, tuner,
Blu-ray and other devices.
video game
Two words.
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webinar
An internet broadcast, either live or
delayed audio and/or video transmission,
much like traditional television and radio
broadcasts. Users typically need the
appropriate multimedia application in
order to view a webinar.
website
One word, no capital.
wide color gamut
A TV (or TV signal’s) color gamut is all the
color that’s possible for it to create. Wide
Color Gamut expands the number of
colors that can be shown.
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CTA Acronyms
Acronyms in the consumer technology industry are everywhere.
You need to use them correctly. Here’s a list of high-tech
acronyms —and what they stand for.
3D............................ 3 Dimensional
4k UHD.................. Standard for Ultra High-Definition resolution in
digital cinematography
8K UHD.................. The current highest Ultra HD television resolution in
digital television.
8-VSB...................... 8-Vestigitial Side Band
AAC......................... Advanced Audio Coding
AACS....................... Advanced Access Content System
ATSC........................ Advanced Television Systems Committee
A-VSB...................... Advanced Vestigial Sideband
BDA......................... Blu-ray Disc Association
CCD......................... Charged Coupled Devices
CCFL........................ Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps
CHILA..................... CableCARD Host Interface Licensing Agreement
CMOS..................... Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor
CRT.......................... Cathode Ray Tube
DAC......................... Digital-to-Analog Converter
DBS.......................... Direct Broadcast Satellite
DCAS...................... Downloadable Conditional Access System
DiiVA....................... Digital Interactive Interface for Video and Audio
DLNA...................... Digital Living Network Alliance
DLP.......................... Digital Light Processing
DMA........................ Digital Media Adapter
DMD....................... Digital Micro-mirror Device
DSC......................... Digital Still Camera
DSL.......................... Digital Subscriber Line
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

DSLR........................ Digital Single Lens Reflex
DTV......................... Digital TV
DVD......................... Digital Versatile Disc
DVI........................... Digital Visual Interface
DVR......................... Digital Video Recorder
EDTV....................... Enhanced-Definition TV
EEFL........................ External Electrode Fluorescent Lamp
EPG.......................... Electronic Program Guide
FCC.......................... Federal Communications Commission
FFL........................... Flat Fluorescent Lamp
FTTN....................... Fiber-To-The-Node
FTTP/FTTH............ Fiber-To-The-Premise/Home
FPS........................... Frames Per Second
GB............................ Gigabyte
Gbps........................ Gigabits per Second
GPS.......................... Global Positioning System
GSM........................ Global System for Mobile communications
GSMA...................... GSM Association
HCFL....................... Hot-Cathode Fluorescent Lamps
HDCP...................... High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection
HDD........................ Hard Disk Drive
HDMI...................... High-Definition Multimedia Interface
HDR......................... High Dynamic Range
HDTV...................... High-Definition TV
HSPA....................... High-Speed Packet Access
HTiB........................ Home Theater-in-a-Box
iA.............................. Intelligent Auto
IBOC....................... In-Band On-Channel
IEEE......................... Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
IFPI........................... International Federation of the Phonographic
Industry
IoT........................... Internet of Things
IP.............................. Internet Protocol
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IPTV......................... Internet Protocol TV
ITU........................... International Telecommunications Union
LCD......................... Liquid Crystal Display
LCoS........................ Liquid Crystal on Silicon
LED.......................... Light-Emitting Diode
Li-ion...................... Lithium-ion
LTE........................... Long Term Evolution
Mbps....................... Megabits-per-second
MEMS..................... Microelectromechanical systems
MIDI........................ Musical Instrument Digital Interface
MP3......................... MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3
MP4......................... MPEG-4
MPH........................ Mobile Pedestrian Handheld
MRV........................ Multiroom Viewing
MSO........................ Multi-System Operator
NAHB...................... National Association of Home Builders
NAS......................... Network Attached Storage
NCTA...................... National Cable & Telecommunications Association
Ni-Cd...................... Nickel Cadmium
Ni-MH.................... Nickel Metal Hydride
NLOS...................... Non Line-of-sight
OCAP...................... OpenCable Applications Platform
OEM........................ Original Equipment Manufacturer
OLED...................... Organic Light-Emitting Diode
OS............................ Operating System
PAN......................... Personal Area Network
PC............................ Personal Computer
PDP.......................... Plasma Display Panel
PHILA...................... POD Host Interface Licensing Agreement
PMP......................... Personal Media Player
PND......................... Personal Navigation Device
PPV.......................... Pay-Per-View
PS4........................... PlayStation 4
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PVR.......................... Personal Video Recorder
QAM....................... Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
RBRC....................... Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation
RDM........................ Retail Demonstration Module
RDS.......................... Radio Data Service
RIM.......................... Research In Motion
RPTV........................ Rear-Projection TV
SACD....................... Super Audio CD
SD............................ Secure Digital
SDAR....................... Satellite Digital Audio Radio
SDHC...................... Secure Digital High Capacity
SDTV....................... Standard-Definition TV
SDXC....................... Secure Digital Extended Capacity
SIG........................... Special Interest Group
SLR........................... Single Lens Reflex
SOC......................... System-On-Chip
SSOC....................... Secure System-On-Chip
STB........................... Set-Top Box
TFT.......................... Thin Film Transistor
UFID........................ Unique File Identifier
USB.......................... Universal Serial Bus
UWB........................ Ultra-Wideband
VDSL2..................... Very-High Bit-Rate Digital Subscriber Line 2
VGA......................... Video Graphics Array
VOD........................ Video-On-Demand
WHDI...................... Wireless Home Digital Interface
Wi-Di....................... Intel Wireless Display
Wi-HD.................... WirelessHD
WMA....................... Windows Media Audio
WVGA..................... Wide Video Graphics Array
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Social Media Branding
CTA Social media and digital content are handled by the Marketing team. When reviewing branding guidelines for social media or digital
content, work with the DMT to ensure that you adhere to these guidelines.
Facebook
Facebook.com/ConsumerTechnologyAssociation
Facebook.com/CES
Facebook.com/CTAFound
Social icon

Circle
Only use blue and/or white.
For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.

Twitter
Twitter.com/CTATech or follow @CTATech
Twitter.com/CES or follow @CES
Twitter.com/CTAFoundation or follow @CTAFoundation
YouTube
YouTube.com/CEAonthetube
YouTube.com/CESonthetube
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LinkedIn
LinkedIn.com/company/consumer-technologyassociation
LinkedIn Groups
• Consumer Technology Association
• CES Group
• CTA Small Business Council
• CES
Instagram
Instagram.com/CTA
Instagram.com/CES
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Social Media Guidelines
Use of Symbols in Social Media
•	It is not acceptable to use “ur” for “your” or “you’re.”
•	Nor is it acceptable to use numbers as replacements for
similar sounding words. For example“b4” in lieu of “before”
is not acceptable. “4” is not to replace “for.”
•	Official hashtags should be used when posting about
events. All hashtags should be reviewed and approved
by the CTA. The official CES hashtag will always be brand
followed year. For example, the CES 2025 hashtag would
appear as #CES2025.
Voice and Tone
We continue to use and expand our social media outreach as
a tool for promoting both CES and CTA activities. We are actively
involved in Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat
and LinkedIn.
Each social media account has a different tone. CES accounts
are more personable and freer in their tone. CTA’s properties
are more informational, with a professional skew in their tone
and voice. All accounts should use a collective voice rather than
a singular voice.
Example: “I think that is a great example” is not acceptable.
“We think that is great” is acceptable.
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Work with Marketing
The DMT manages the collective presence of CTA and CES on
social networking sites. These pages will be updated frequently
with new events, key deadlines, breaking news, photos, videos
and more.
Best Practices for Using Social Media at CES
•	Please use the year’s official hashtag (ex: #CES2022) and
do not use #CES or a hashtag with the year before CES (ex:
#2022CES).
•	If you see anything cool or “social media worthy” on the
show floor (a celeb, a cool demonstration or product), snap
a picture and send it to a member of the Marketing team
and we will post it on the CES social media channels.
•	Be mindful when responding to “trolls” or other negative
comments about our brands on social media.
@CES and @CTATech does not engage with these comments
on social media unless there are special circumstances and
with the consultation of the Communications Team.
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CTA.tech and CES.tech
Managed by the Marketing team, in coordination with the entire
CTA organization, the goal of this digital platform is the same as
CTA’s: “to grow the consumer technology industry.” Our digital
properties are used to share our association’s and our industry’s
story, from news and trends to events and public policy. Our core
audience is those who work in the technology industry – not
consumers. If you are interested in creating content for CTA's web
properties, please reach out to the Digital Marketing team.
Below are our writing guidelines that we provide to all our
contributors:
•	We are writing for a business-to-business audience, which
includes CTA members, journalists, policy makers, etc. The
issues we write about should be relevant to professionals,
such as emerging trends in the marketplace or news from
the technology industry.
•	Our objective is to reach professionals within the consumer
technology industry by offering thought leadership from
leaders in our space.
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•	If you write for CTA web properties and include research
from sources outside of CTA, we have these policies:
o	It cannot conflict with findings from CTA’s own market
research.
o Links to the research must be included.
•	You can use a personable tone that is casual but keep in mind
we are writing for business professionals with an interest in
and passion for the consumer technology industry.
•	Short is good – aim for no more than 4-5 paragraphs
(approx. word count: 350-600 words).
•	Refrain from being overly promotional.
•	No favoritism or implied/explicit endorsement.
• No direct comparisons of products.
•	Please link to other appropriate articles & blog posts
throughout.
•	Visit CTA.tech or CES.tech for example content pieces.
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Photography Standards

Departments are encouraged to use creative services for their
design and layouts but they can provide guidance on the type,
availability and best use as well.

• All event photography must have unlimited usage rights
(print, web, social, etc.)
• All staff/bio photos must have unlimited usage rights
(Specific shots will be selected for these rights)
• All other photography–editorial and event-specific
projects–will have unlimited usage rights (print, Web,
outdoor, etc.) for one year. Negotiate up-front, additional
per-photograph usage charges upon rights expiration.

Purchasing/Usage Rights Policy
Marketing coordinates photography purchases and usage.
Images captured should represent the association in the best
possible light and convey energy and excitement.

To ensure these guidelines are followed, the Marketing and
Communications departments maintain ongoing relationships
with select photographers who agree to the guidelines outlined
above.

All photographs purchased through the Marketing department
follow these guidelines:
• Royalty-free (unlimited use) photos will be used whenever
possible (i.e., stock image companies)

A budget line item may be required to add specific images.
Where possible, these photos will be taken at CES in January of
each year or in conjunction with the CES Marketing campaign
photo shoot.

The creative services team currently holds a collection of
photographic images on CTA's digital asset management
tool (DAM). These images are available for all departments
producing materials to promote CTA.

© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.
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Multimedia Branding
For video communications, PowerPoint or multimedia
presentations, the following guidelines have been developed to
maintain CTA’s consistent brand and identity in the marketplace.
CTA Logo in Multimedia Applications
(PowerPoint, video and other forms of electronic presentations)
Approved high-resolution, non-dithering (web-safe) CTA logos
are available as EPS, JPEG, PNG, TIFF and GIF files. To allow
greater flexibility in sizing, these files can be provided in various
sizes by contacting brand@CTA.tech.
For the full color palette, please review the CTA logo section
of this brand guide.
Background Color Behind the CTA Logo
Any background treatments (e.g., flat colors, photographs,
illustrations) used in electronic interactive presentations should
place the CTA logo in a position of clarity and strength. Do
not place the CTA logo on a visually competitive patterned or
textured background and solid, non-dithering (Web-safe) colors
are to be used.
Size of the CTA Logo on Screen
The CTA logo should never dominate the screen, but rather
should serve as an anchor point or identifier. The total width
of the CTA logo (from left most point to right most point)
should not exceed 15 percent of the visible monitor image.
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

The exception to this rule is when the logo is used with other
sponsor or partnership logos.
Treatment of the CTA Logo
To maximize its effectiveness, the CTA logo is to remain
consistent in color, shape and typestyle.
Special Effects/Animation of the CTA Logo
See video guidelines.
PowerPoint Guidelines
The CTA PowerPoint template can be obtained from the
Marketing team. It is important to stay within the approved
templates to maintain the CTA brand. If you find you need to
modify a template, please contact the Creative Services team
for assistance. Please be sure you are using the most up-to-date
templates, as they are revised periodically based on staff input
and association themes and messages.
Content
1. Keep It Short and Simple
• Replace complete sentences with bullet points.
• Follow the 6-6-6 rule: no more than 6 words per bullet,
6 bullets per image and 6 word slides in a row. Any more
words per bullet, and you don’t have a bullet. More than 6
bullets per slide are difficult to read.
• By the end of 6 text-filled slides, you have been talking for
about 10 minutes without a visual.
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• In the case of PowerPoint slides, elaboration in your slide
doesn’t promote deeper processing; it confuses the
audience and destroys the importance of your message.
• Check for consistency (parallelism) in content.
• Bullets, fonts, colors and formatting should also be
consistent across all slides.
2. E ach visual should make only one point per slide.
Example:

from one bullet to the next or one slide to the next, it takes
away from the professional look.
5. Add a title slide or two at the end. If you end your
presentation by clicking out of the slide show, you will show
the audience the “backstage” view of your presentation. It’s
better to have a slide at the end that says “Thank You” or a
duplicate of your title slide.
Presentation scripts should be a minimum of 16 pt font.

More than One Topic
per Slide

Wrong Way

Correct Way

•T
 he Consumer Technology
Industry is Exciting
•V
 isible successful trade show
(International CES®)
•C
 TA has a great work
environment

No More than
One Topic per Slide
• E xample supporting topic
• E xample supporting topic
• E xample supporting topic

3. If you use animations, use natural transitions. The most
natural is text that moves from right to left. Too many things
flying around on the screen detracts from the message
and slows down the presentation. Frequent use of special
effects can draw attention away from the content of your
presentation. Not every slide needs animation.
4. Keep everything in alignment. Be conscious of every
element you place on the page. If text is out of alignment
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Fonts
1. Style
• CTA presentations use Calibri.
• For variations within one font, use the italics version to
draw attention, or larger size for a heading.
2. Size
– 24 pt. is a good size for large rooms with depth for body
copy. If you find yourself wanting to use a smaller font, you
may be adding too much on a page.
3. Color
	Stay within the color palette available in the CTA or CES
templates, you may use brighter colors as an accent.
Color
It is important to stay within the color palette available in the
CTA or CES template located on the Microsoft PowerPoint
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templates, under “Personal” tab. You may use brighter colors as
an accent.
Live Stream/Webinar events
Note: Beyond copy/content, please adhere to all other
approved brand and style guidelines when contributing to CTA
and CES Live Stream/Webinar events.
When hosting Live Stream/Webinar, the host needs to state it is
a CTA/CES event. Live events should be conducted in the CTA
studio and use the proper background associated with either
CTA or CES.
Live Stream/Webinar Events Process
1. Contact the DMT with the date and time you would like to
host the Live Event at least two weeks in advance.
2. P rovide the Live Stream/Webinar address of the people that
are invited to the Event.
3. Review any additional needs for the Live Event with the
Marketing team.
4. The ideal length for a Live Event is 15 minutes or less, we
cannot do more than one hour including a Q&A session.
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Creating a Video
CTA videos promote our mission and strategically highlight the
work of the organization. Videos are an important medium for
telling the CTA story. Like all communications and materials,
videos should be of the highest quality to properly represent
the organization and its identity. These guidelines set minimum
production quality standards to ensure we provide our audiences
with a high-quality experience. Craft your video to reach the
appropriate audience and tell your story effectively.
All videos should:
• Be visually interesting
• Have clear, understandable audio
•	Tell a complete and compelling story as concisely as
possible (in general, storytelling web videos should be
no longer than 2-3 minutes)
•	Follow the CTA brand standards and visual identity
guidelines
• Close with the appropriate CTA logos
• Be consistent in style, tone and message
• Meet ADA digital accessibility standards
• Uphold current best practices in videography
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Best Practices for Video
1. MAKE A CREATIVE BRIEF
Please use the CTA Video Creative Brief template.
2. PREPARE INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS
Make the video editing process more efficient by making
full transcripts of the video interviews, so you can see the full
context. Highlight themes or specific sentences in the interview
transcripts that you think will be successful in the video. This will
help direct the editor and will result in a smoother review process.
3. DO QUALITY TESTING
It is important to check video quality before distributing it
online. Try showing it to someone who wasn’t involved in the
video production who can offer a fresh perspective. Is the text
on the screen readable? Are the interviewees easy to hear?
Does it look good when uploaded to YouTube? Does it look
good on a mobile device?
4. ENSURE COPYRIGHT
Videos must be free of any copyrighted material unless legal
permission is granted and documented. Make sure CTA holds
all rights to the video, including talent, music and pictures. Keep
in mind that material used in an educational setting may not be
copyright-free.
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Technical Standards
16:9 Ratio
Aspect ratio is important for the viewing experience because the
more a video fills the screen, the more immersive experience
it provides. Most modern screens are set in a 16 by 9 ratio—
therefore, video should be produced in a 16:9 ratio.
Exception
• 	If archival footage, which was often shot in a 4:3 ratio,
please scale to fill a 16:9 frame, this should be done.
•	Exceptions to the 16:9 rule can be made on a case-bycase basis.
Video Quality
Resolution
•	Video produced should be recorded at a minimum of and
exported at 1080p HD quality. (High Definition (HD) video
at either 1920x1080 or 1280x720)
• 	When necessary (for slow-motion shots, cropping, etc.)
video can be 720p.
• 	No footage below 720p should be used unless it is archival footage.
Frame rate
• 	Frame rate’s effect on a video is more subtle. Historically,
24fps became the “movie” standard, while home video
used 30 fps and up. Today, with YouTube, Vimeo and similar
internet video sites, 24 fps has become the more visually
pleasing option in the United States.
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

• Different frame rates can be used for different purposes,
especially in the creation of “slow-motion” video. Therefore,
cinematographers should use their professional discretion
in deciding what frame rate to record in.
• 	Except for extenuating circumstances (newsreels, archival
footage, broadcast-legal, etc.), all final videos should be
output at 24 fps (true 23.98 fps).
Bitrate
When possible, all footage should be recorded in the highest
possible bitrate available. This will allow for better color,
detail and video quality in the final product.
Color Correction/Grading
• 	Color correction and grading should only be done by a
professional with experience.
• 	IF VIDEO IS NOT going to receive professional color
treatment, it should be filmed in “standard” color mode,
allowing for the most natural in-camera color and saturation.
• IF VIDEO IS going to receive color correction/grading,
it should be filmed in a “flat” color profile or LUT. Some
cameras have this setting built in and comes in different
names (S-Log, C-Log, Cine, etc.)—videographers should
discuss with the editors and project managers which setting
makes the most sense per project.
• 	Final videos should be graded to natural colors—not over/under
saturated or too heavily influenced in one color direction.
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Audio
Background Noise
• Avoid locations with background noise whenever possible.
• 	Wireless lavalier mics should be set to frequencies that avoid
frequency noise.
Microphone Placement
• Shotgun microphones should not be visible.
•	Lavalier mics may be visible but cords/cables should
be hidden.
Sound Effects
•	Sound effects should only be used for subtle effect.
(e.g. A dim whoosh, low bass for emphasis, etc.)
• No funny noises or laugh tracks.
Quality
• Avoid distortion/clipping.
• 	If audio includes incidental background noise, remove noise
whenever possible, without introducing noise-reduction
artifacts.
• Speech should be limited to a maximum of -3dB.
• 	Compression may be used to normalize audio levels,
without artifacts or distortion.
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Technical Specs for Final Video Format Export
• Container: MPEG (.mp4) or Quicktime (.mov)
• Audio Codec: AAC-LC
• Sample rate: 48khz
• Video Codec: H.264
• Frame rate: 24fps (minuimum)
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File Naming and Delivery
File Naming
All files should be named with dates and no spaces.

• Do not include titles. (e.g., Dr., Etc.)
• 	Date should correspond to the expected DEADLINE/
RELEASE date, not filming date.

Raw Files
• 	Use the following format for naming raw files: YYYYMMDDword-word-word-###
• Use hyphens instead of spaces.
• Limit file names to 2-3 words when possible.
• 	File names should be descriptive of the content. If an
interview, include interviewee’s name as part of the title.
(e.g. 20151028-interview-richard-joel-023)
• Do not include titles. (e.g. Rabbi, Dr., Etc.)
• 	Date should correspond to the FILMING date, not deadline/
release date.
Completed/Edited Videos
• 	Use the following format for naming completed/edited
videos: YYYYMMDD-Title-of-Video-version-###
• Use hyphens instead of spaces.
• Limit file names to 2-3 words when possible.
• 	If a video is not final, DRAFT should be included as part of
the file name. (e.g. 20191105-video-name-DRAFT-001)
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All raw footage and final edited video files must be delivered to
the Digital Media Team for archiving on a Mac/Windows friendly
medium after completion of video project.
•
•
•
•

USB formatted to exFAT
CD/DVD Master Formatted
FTP
Dropbox
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Lower Thirds
A lower third is a graphic overlay that is used to introduce and
identify a subject featured in a video. It includes the individual’s
name and title in a title-safe area of the screen.
The lower third should be included on the subject’s first
speaking appearance. Exceptions include:
•	If the first scene of the interviewee is less than 2 seconds,
wait until the next, longer clip to introduce her/him, in order
to give the viewer enough time to read and process the
name and title.
•	If the first scene is a close-up, wait to place the lower third
on a medium or wide shot.
Source file available here:

Identifying subjects in a video is important to provide context
and credibility. Given space and legibility constraints, it is best
to keep the title descriptor concise.
Always identify interviewee in the following order:
• Line 1: Name
• Line 2: Title, Company

Color Bar Color: CTA Dark Blue
RGB 0.129.190
Hex: #0081BE
Opacity: 68% (Adjust to improve readability)
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Logo Opacity: 100
(Logo is geared to brand of video)
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When possible, place at or below the shoulder of the subject,
with consistent padding between text and background bar.
Captioning

If title and company cannot fit on one line, please use the three
line option
• Line 1: Name
• Line 2: Title
• Line 3: Company
Positioning

The lower third can be placed on the left or right side of the
frame, depending on which has the most empty space.
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

Make room for closed captioning by placing the lower third –
and any other text – high enough on the screen.
A general rule of thumb is to keep the bottom eighth of the
screen clear, but please test the video with captions.
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Video Opening
Use one of the following options at the beginning of the video:
Animation
Use this option for videos that will have a shelf life, with the appropriate logo for the audience.
Source files available here: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/u5q6yhx5q6h5u56/AAC4W45QPsckJ3j4Kkm7NUs9a?dl=0

CTA/CES Combo Logo

CTA Animation

CES/CTA Combo Logo

Still

Use this option when co-branding with another organization, with the appropriate logo for the audience.
Source files available here.

[Logo]
[Logo]
CTA Still
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

[Logo]

CTA/CES Combo Still

[Logo]

[Logo]

CES/CTA Combo Still
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Video Closing
The recommended closing animation is the brand the audience the video is for, either CTA, CTA/CES or CES/CTA combo treatment.

4s **
CTA Animation

CTA/CES Combo Logo

1

4s **

Video content

CES/CTA Combo Logo

2

4

3

5

Edit Construction

*Opening, select appropriate logo, CTA logo for associationfocused package or combo for CES event promotion.

Use the following formula to assemble your video material:

**Four seconds is the minimum time recommended, but we must
ensure title of video is on screen long enough to be read by viewer.

1. Opening screen*
2. Fade out opening screen
3. Video content
4. Fade in closing screen
5. Call to acction screen**
6. Close animation***

0.5s

**Four second animation, select correct logo based on viewing
audience.

4s *

1

4s **

Video content

2
0.5s
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0.5s

3

4
0.5s

5

4s ***

6
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Permissions
Consent forms can be downloaded at this link:. Anyone featured
in a CTA video, including interviewees and other individuals
clearly visible, must provide written consent permitting CTA to
use their image and/or voice in recordings.
Copyright information: Photos, graphics and music must be
clearly identified by source. If permission has not been acquired,
materials cannot be used. Be sure to check copyright for any
multimedia (audio or video) used in your video. Presenters
often use slides of copyrighted images or maps that are fine for
educational use, but not for promotional use.
Permissions
Copyright laws apply any time a video is posted online for public
use. Unlicensed, copyrighted footage and music can be used
only in cases of fair use.
Fair Use and Music Licensing
Educational materials = FAIR USE
Fair use of copyrighted music for non-commercial educational
purposes includes:
•	Instruction or curriculum-based teaching by educators to
students at non-profit educational institutions (e.g., a professor
playing a jazz song by John Coltrane in a CTA classroom to
explain how the brain works during musical improvisation)
•	Presentation of research findings at non-commercial peer
© 2022 Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®. All rights reserved.

conferences, workshops or seminars
Promotional materials = NOT FAIR USE
Do not use unlicensed footage and music in videos for:
•	Fundraising, awards, anniversaries, announcements,
awareness campaigns or commercial conference videos
•	News-related videos about CTA, including research and
accomplishments.
•	Advertising, including promotion of a research study,
a department’s achievements, or any CTA staff or past
staff member.

RESOURCES FOR ROYALTY-FREE MUSIC
AudioJungle Music and sound effects with licensing purchases
and are royalty-free. No attribution required.
StockMusic.Net: Royalty-free music. No attribution required.
Music Bed: This is a premiere site for music licensing. Many
indie artists have songs on this site for users to use in content.
Music Bed has discount pricing for non-profits and educational
institutions. No attribution required.
Creative Commons: Free, licensed materials, including songs
and photography. Requires attribution.
Contact the CTA Marketing team for other music resources.
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